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The unique landscape outdoors and the perfect all-round package in-

doors: The Goldener Berg isn't just popular with people, but also offers 

an unforgettable experience if you visit with your four-legged friend. 

 

Golden (Dog) Moments in the Arlberg region 
 

“Bow-wow! I want to stay here,” thinks Aristo, as he enters the Goldener Berg with 

his owners. Compared to the sultry city that the sprightly labradoodle calls home, 

it’s a little summer paradise here: Pleasantly cool air whizzes around his curious 

muzzle. In the room a cosy dog bed awaits and even a personal welcome letter. 

While his owner reads it aloud, it's already happening: Tired Aristo is falling asleep 

and dreaming of the upcoming experiences in his exclusive holiday home in the 

Arlberg region. 

 

Multifaceted “bow-wow effects”  

He's dreaming of a liaison with the lady chihuahua that he met with the hotel's 

own dog-sitter. Of bathing in the Alpine setting with his owners. Of running freely 

on lush green meadows of the Arlberg and then taking a refreshing dip in the 

crystal-clear mountain lake, rushing mountain stream or at the hotel’s dog tub. 

And of the culinary delights that offered here not only to humans – who can choose 

here between an alkaline-based diet, vegan, vegetarian, low-carb or classical – 

always regional, seasonal and fresh: The dog food, with ingredients from local 

organic farmers (charged by size and amount) also delights four-legged gourmets.  

 

Bohemian Doglife 

The hotel motto also applies to dogs: “Easy going, there’s nothing you have to do, 

but there's plenty you can do.” The cost is 29 Euros per night per animal. The dog-

sitter can be booked for 13 Euros per hour, if the owner wants to take some time 

out for uninterrupted focus on the theme of Mountain Selfcare, or if you want to 

spend some time in the exclusive Alpine Spa. Our love of animals comes without 

a price tag and it's limitless here at the Golden Energy Mountain. Josh Billings said 
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it best: “The dog is the only being on earth that loves you more than itself.” So 

why not really spoil them?   

 

 

 

Hotel Contact 

Hotel Goldener Berg 

Oberlech 117 

A-6764 Oberlech am Arlberg    

Tel.: +43 (0)5583 22050     

happy@goldenerberg.at |www.goldenerberg.at   	
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